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Maybe it will be that this story already has an ending
I don't know why today I feel you so far away from me
And even tough I intent again
Maybe it will be too late, there's nothing more to do
And I can't believe that the time we both had
Maybe has run out

Maybe, it was me that never gave you and hole night
Maybe, I never gave you what you hoped for
And I wasn't when you needed
Maybe I didn't listen to you, maybe I neglected
Maybe I forgot that I love you

Maybe........ ay,ay,ay,ay

Maybe, it will be that for now there's nothing more to
talk about
Maybe, this time we need time to think
And I for me propose trying again, think again
The more I think I can't one only reasom
To go on without you

Maybe, it was me that never gave you and hole night
Maybe, I never gave you what you hoped for
And I wasn't when you needed
Maybe I didn't listen to you, maybe I neglected
Maybe I forgot that I love you

Maybe life surprised me in the nack
And strip and strip and the rope broke
Maybe I never understood what you were for me
Maybe I never knew who I loved...

And I for me propose trying again, think again
The more I think I can't one only reasom
To go on without you

Maybe, it was me that never gave you and hole night
Maybe, I never gave you what you hoped for
And I wasn't when you needed
Maybe I didn't listen to you, maybe I neglected
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Maybe I forgot that I love you

Maybe...
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